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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
ComReg is required by legislation to produce a Postal Strategy Statement. Previous strategy statements
have considered a two-year horizon reflecting the requirements of the legislation establishing the
Commission for Communications Regulation (“ComReg”) and the immediacy with which action arising from
the implementation of the Communications Regulation (Postal Services) Act 2011 (as amended) (“Postal Act”)
had to be addressed. While this Postal Strategy Statement is for the two year period 2018–2020, we have
decided on this occasion to take a longer, five-year, perspective in developing our strategy. This will enable
us to take into account longer term developments and to begin developing our thinking on what the role of
regulation might be in dealing with issues that might arise in the future, while still meeting our statutory
functions and objectives. In what follows:

→ we summarise our remit;
→ we then identify some of the principal trends
and challenges that are likely to shape the postal
sector over the next five years;

→w
 e then set out our three statements of
strategic intent and the related programmes of
work which ComReg intends to undertake over
the period 2018–2020.

OUR REMIT
Our remit to regulate the postal sector comes directly from
legislation, in particular from the European Postal Services
Directive1 and the Postal Act. The Postal Act fully opened
the Irish postal market to competition in August 2011 and
designated An Post as the sole universal postal service
provider until 2023, with the option for ComReg to consider
a review in 2018.
1 The objectives for postal services regulation have been implemented in EU law through the European Postal Services Directive - Directive 97/67/EC.
This directive established a regulatory framework for European postal services and was amended by Directive 2002/39/EC and Directive 2008/6/EC.
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As the postal market is fully liberalised, our remit set by the Postal Act is largely limited to the universal
postal service. The Postal Act sets out in general terms the universal postal service that An Post is required
to provide.
With regard to competition, our remit is to facilitate the development of competition and innovation in the
market for postal service provision, subject to ensuring the availability of a universal postal service. Central
to ComReg’s regulatory role is the principle that well-functioning markets deliver optimal outcomes in terms
of price, quality, choice, and access.
In general, our remit is largely a two-part role:

1. A
 consumer protection role for postal services
generally by monitoring and ensuring postal
service providers comply with the obligations
required of them under the Postal Act or by
ComReg. ComReg’s role is with regard to
postal services not agreed by negotiated
contract, to ensure that the interests of
postal service users, both senders and
receivers, are promoted and protected.
This includes:

Our remit does not include:
→o
 ther various non-postal services that are
provided by postal service providers;
→o
 ther various non-postal services provided at
post offices;
→E
 ircode – this is the responsibility of the
Department of Communications, Climate
Action and Environment (“DCCAE”).

→ ensuring appropriate codes of practice are
drawn up and implemented;
→ ensuring the availability of simple and
inexpensive dispute resolution procedures
carried out by a body independent of the
parties involved; and
→c
 onsulting and co-operating with the
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (“CCPC”) who is responsible for
the enforcement of a wide range of consumer
legislation.
2. A
 wider regulatory role with regard to the
universal postal service. The European
Postal Services Directive and the Postal Act
require that these universal postal services
are regulated in terms of aspects of pricing,
quality, and access.

With this remit in mind, this document sets out our postal
strategy for the period 2018–2020. In setting our postal
strategy, we have assessed the trends and challenges facing
the postal sector over the next five years.
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TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
We have identified four principal trends which are likely
to shape the postal sector over the next five years:

1
A continued decline
in mail volumes.

4
Continued competition
and growth in the
packets and parcels
sector.

TRENDS

3
Changing mix of mail
and speed of delivery.

2
A significant threat
to letter volumes
arising from electronic
substitution.

5
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Given these trends, we have identified five principal
challenges for the postal sector:

1
The financial and liquidity
situation facing An Post,
given its statutory
designation as the sole
universal postal service
provider.

2

5

Limited scope for
further significant price
increases.

Responding to the
changing demand dynamics
of the postal sector.

CHALLENGES

4
Need to reduce losses (by
negotiating better Terminal
Dues agreements) on
International Inbound
mail.

3
Urgent need to reduce
costs in line with decline
in mail volumes.
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STRATEGIC INTENTIONS
The trends and challenges identified impact on and require
action by a number of different parties, mainly An Post
itself, as An Post handles most of the post in Ireland,
particularly letters. For many of these challenges, ComReg
has no role or remit.
Where ComReg has a role or remit in addressing certain of these challenges we have considered these in
developing our three statements of strategic intent, describing what we hope to achieve over the next five
years through the use of the regulatory powers that we have been provided by the Oireachtas.

STRATEGIC INTENTION 1 SEEK TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF A UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
ComReg’s statutory function includes ensuring the provision of a universal postal service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal service users. To meet our legal mandate, our strategic intention is to act
within our powers set by the Oireachtas to seek to ensure that there is a universal postal service that
meets the reasonable needs of postal service users.

STRATEGIC INTENT 1

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?

There is a universal postal
service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal
service users.

→ There is a ‘de minimis’ universal postal service that meets
the reasonable and changing needs of postal service users
→ The universal postal service provider complies
with the statutory and regulatory requirements
of providing the universal postal service

WITH REGARD TO THIS STRATEGIC INTENTION, COMREG’S
GOALS ARE TO:
GOAL 1 → Understand the reasonable needs of postal service users
GOAL 2 → Review the specification of the universal postal service
GOAL 3 → Consider designation of universal postal service provider(s)
GOAL 4 → Monitor compliance with the requirements of providing
the universal postal service
GOAL 5 → Review and report on the consequences of the repeal of
the price cap for universal postal services

8
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STRATEGIC INTENTION 2 PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF POSTAL SERVICE USERS
ComReg’s second strategic intention is that postal service users can choose and use postal services
with confidence.

STRATEGIC INTENT 2

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?

Postal service users can
choose and use postal
services with confidence.

→U
 niversal postal services are available, where
there is no effective competition, that meet the
reasonable needs of postal service users
→P
 ostal service provider(s) comply with the statutory and
regulatory requirements of providing a postal service
→ Vulnerable users are protected
→P
 ostal service users are empowered through clear
and adequate information and effective redress
→ Postal service users are treated fairly by postal service providers
→P
 ostal service users, both senders and receivers, derive
maximum benefit in terms of choice, price and quality

OUR STRATEGY EMPHASISES THE ROLE OF INFORMED
DECISION-MAKING BY POSTAL SERVICE USERS, AND HAS
THE FOLLOWING STRATEGIC GOALS:
GOAL 6 → Empower postal service users by ensuring the availability
of appropriate information on postal services and cross border
parcel services
GOAL 7 → Empower postal service users by ensuring the availability
of complaints and redress procedures
GOAL 8 → Protect postal service users by ensuring postal service
users, both senders and receivers, derive maximum benefit in terms
of choice, price and quality
GOAL 9 → Consult and co-operate with the CCPC
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STRATEGIC INTENTION 3 FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION AND INNOVATION
ComReg’s third strategic intention is to facilitate the development of competition and innovation in the
provision of postal services. All postal service providers will need to be flexible and innovative to adapt to
likely further declines in postal letter volumes or to take advantage of any new opportunities that may arise
in the changing postal sector.

STRATEGIC INTENT 3

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?

Regulation facilitates the
development of competition
and innovation in the
provision of postal services
by using appropriate
regulatory intervention within
our remit.

→ Postal service users are aware of and can avail of competing
postal service providers
→ Competing postal service providers bring innovations to the
sector both in terms of products and process to the benefit of
postal service users

COMREG’S STRATEGY IS TO:
GOAL 10 → Facilitate the development of the postal sector by
delivering on our legal remit
GOAL 11 → Promote the development of the postal sector by
continuing to provide information regarding the provision of postal
services in Ireland

9
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CHAPTER 1 →

INTRODUCTION
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OUR REMIT
The Postal Act fully opened the Irish postal market to
competition in August 2011. With regard to competition2, our
remit set by the Postal Act, is to facilitate the development
of competition and innovation in the market for postal service
provision, subject to ensuring the availability of a universal
postal service.
The universal postal service required by the Postal Act3 means that on every working day, except in
such circumstances or geographical conditions as ComReg considers exceptional, there is at least one
clearance and one delivery to the home or premises of every person in the State and that the following
services are provided:

→ the clearance, sorting, transport and
distribution of “postal packets”4 up to
2 kilograms in weight;
→ the clearance, sorting, transport and
distribution of parcels both within the State
and from other Member States up to 20
kilograms in weight;

→ a registered items service;
→ an insured items service within the State and
to and from all Universal Postal Union (“UPU”)
countries;
→ postal services, free of charge, to blind and
partially-sighted persons.

2 Unlike the electronic communications sector regulated by ComReg, ComReg does not have competition law powers in the postal sector.
3 Also known as the Universal Service Obligation (“USO”)
4 The Postal Act defines a “postal packet” as meaning an item addressed in the final form in which it is to be carried by a postal service provider and includes
a letter, parcel, packet or any other article transmissible by post.
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In general, our remit for the regulation of postal services is largely a two-part role:

1. A consumer protection role for postal services
generally by monitoring and ensuring postal
service providers comply with the obligations
imposed on them by the Postal Act and
by ComReg. This role is limited to “postal
services”5 provided by authorised postal
service providers6.

2. A wider regulatory role with regard to
universal postal services, which are a
subset of postal services, as they do not
face effective competition. Our legal remit
is to ensure a universal postal service that
meets the reasonable needs of postal service
users. In Ireland, the universal postal service
consists largely of the posting of single-piece
letters, largely by small and medium-sized
enterprises (“SMEs”). As there is no effective
competition for the universal postal services,
the European Postal Services Directive and
the Postal Act require that these universal
postal services are regulated in terms of:
PRICE → Ensuring that the prices of such
universal postal services are, among other
things, cost oriented (reflective of the
efficient cost of providing the service) and
affordable.
QUALITY → Ensuring that such universal
postal services are provided at a reasonable
quality that meet the reasonable needs of
postal service users.
ACCESS → Ensuring that such universal
postal services can be easily accessed by all
across the entire State.

Our remit does not include:

→ other various non-postal
services that are provided
by postal service providers;

→ other various non-postal
services provided at post
offices;

→ Eircode – this is the
responsibility of DCCAE.

5 “ Postal services” are services involving the clearance, sorting, transport and distribution of postal packets. ComReg has decided that
“Document Exchange” and “Express and Courier services” and the delivery of unaddressed advertising material lack certain constituent features
by which to be deemed “postal services”.
6T
 here are currently 13 authorised postal service providers. See https://www.comreg.ie/industry/postal-regulation/authorised-postal-providers/authorisedpostal-providers-register/
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OUR STRATEGY
Previous strategy statements have adopted a two-year horizon reflecting the explicit requirements of the
legislation and the immediacy with which action arising from the implementation of the Postal Act had to
be addressed. We have decided on this occasion to take into account a longer, five-year, perspective. This
enables us to take into account longer term developments and to begin developing our thinking on what
the role of regulation might be in in dealing with issues that might arise in the future while still meeting our
statutory functions and objectives, particularly to:

i. ensure the provision of a
universal postal service;

ii. promote the interests of
postal service users; and

iii. facilitate the development
of competition and
innovation.

For each of these areas, we have developed a statement of strategic intent, and goals that support the
strategic intent.

STRATEGIC INTENTIONS 2018–2023

1. SEEK TO ENSURE
THE PROVISION OF A
UNIVERSAL POSTAL
SERVICE

2. P
 ROMOTE THE
INTERESTS OF POSTAL
SERVICE USERS

3. F
 ACILITATE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPETITION AND
INNOVATION

There is a universal postal
service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal
service users

Postal service users can
choose and use postal
services with confidence

Where required, regulation
facilitates the development
of competition and innovation
in the provision of postal
services

In what follows, we identify some of the principal trends and challenges that are likely to shape the postal
sector over the next five years. We then set out our three statements of strategic intent in the context
of our overall strategic framework. Then, chapter by chapter, in relation to each of the three strategic
intentions, we set out the related particular programmes of work which ComReg intends to undertake over
the period 2018–2020.

13
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CHAPTER 2 →

TRENDS AND
CHALLENGES
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To assist in informing and developing our strategic
intentions for this strategy statement, we have identified
four principal trends which are likely to shape the postal
sector and pose challenges to it in the coming years.

TRENDS
1) A CONTINUED DECLINE IN MAIL VOLUMES
According to An Post, its volumes have fallen by 45% since 2007 and An Post is forecasting further mail
volume declines7.
FIGURE 1. AN POST HAS LOST ALMOST HALF OF ITS MAIL VOLUMES SINCE 2007
An Post's Reducing Mail Volumes
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Cum Vol % change SOURCE ComReg analysis of An Post’s audited Annual Reports

AN POST HAS LOST
ALMOST HALF OF ITS MAIL
VOLUMES SINCE 2007.
7 Estimating 6–10% decline for 2017 – Source: An Post
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Therefore, An Post will shortly have lost half of its mail volumes since 2007. A decline of this magnitude
would typically require a postal operator to re-assess the provisioning and design of its postal network to
ensure that it continues to be effective and efficient in the delivery of its services.
However, according to An Post’s audited 2016 Regulatory Accounts, domestic stamped letter volumes
increased by 7% in 2016. This is a reversal of the trend to date, the reason why needs to be investigated.
The greatest clarity possible regarding changes in mail volumes at An Post is paramount for all stakeholders.
FIGURE 2. % CHANGE IN AN POST’S DOMESTIC MAIL VOLUMES
% Change in Domestic Letter Volumes
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ACCORDING TO AN POST
DOMESTIC STAMPED LETTER
VOLUMES INCREASED BY 7%
IN 2016.

2016
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2) A SIGNIFICANT THREAT TO LETTER VOLUMES ARISING FROM ELECTRONIC SUBSTITUTION
It is generally accepted that the decline in letter volume is due in part to increasing digitalisation and
availability of electronic substitutes. Customer communications that in the past would have been sent by
post are now widely available through Government and company websites and other electronic facilities. For
example, many utility bills and bank statements are now not posted but are instead notified to customers
via email / available online. Therefore, the greatest threat to An Post’s traditional postal business does not
come from other providers of postal services but lies beyond it – i.e. substitutable electronic methods of
communication. Furthermore, once a portion of mail business has been lost to an electronic substitute it is
likely to be a permanent loss. In this case, business customers would likely have re-engineered their internal
processes to take account of the switch to an electronic substitute.
In Ireland, approximately 80% of postal transactions are business-related and the top 30 large postal
service users (e.g. banks, utilities, government) account for the majority of mail sent, mainly bulk letter.
According to research commissioned by ComReg8, amongst large mailers, there is a large focus on postal
costs. Expenditure on postal services is closely monitored and budgeted for as postal costs incurred by
these organisations can be significant. An Post’s annual price increases have created a general discontent
amongst many larger users9, who indicated that they expect future price increases. As a result and
in anticipation, these mailers are exploring ways to reduce their dependence on post. Private sector
organisations that were interviewed for the research appear to be particularly active in this respect, and
some have already achieved very large reductions in volumes in recent years, by switching customers to
electronic alternatives, especially in relation to statements, invoices and bills. Some stated that electronic
substitution can bring additional benefits. For example, staggered electronic billing patterns used by utilities
can be used to smooth:

→ cash flow, as electronic billing can provide
better delivery certainty and customers on
electronic billing are more likely to use direct
debits (perhaps through use of discounting or
other incentives).

→ incoming calls to call centres, as staggered
electronic billing can be set to match call
centre capacity.

DECLINE IN LETTER VOLUME IS
DUE IN PART TO INCREASING
ELECTRONIC SUBSTITUTES.

8 ComReg Document No. 16/107 @ https://www.comreg.ie/publication/research-postal-users-needs
9 Statement from 2016 (see ComReg Document No. 16/107) – general discontent before the significant price increases made by An Post in 2017
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TOP 30 LARGE POSTAL USERS (BANKS,
UTILITIES, GOVERNMENT) ACCOUNT
FOR MOST MAIL SENT.

Furthermore, this research has found that some of these large mailers have expressed concerns at their
over reliance on An Post. For example, industrial action at An Post could potentially impact future mail flows,
thus presenting risks to large mailers’ cash flows as their bills/invoices would be delayed, causing resultant
delays in payments pending those bills/invoices being received by post. Such concern was identified as
another reason to explore avenues for further electronic substitution so as to reduce reliance on An Post8.
However, it is not just the large mailers looking at electronic alternatives. SMEs account for a significant
portion of traditional mail (mainly metered and stamped letter) and according to the research conducted for
ComReg, a significant portion of SMEs’ communications have already moved to electronic substitutes – see
Figure 3. Again, with the significant price increases made by An Post on stamped and metered letters in
2017, this move to electronic substitutes may intensify.
FIGURE 3. ELECTRONIC SUBSTITUTION BY SMES: 2013–2016

2%
 GREATLY

7%

 A REASONABLE AMOUNT

17%

35%

A LITTLE
NONE
DON'T KNOW

39%

SOURCE Figure 21: Frontier Report ‘Research on Postal Users’ Needs’ – ComReg Document No. 16/107
Question: To what extent have you substituted your traditional mail with electronic communications such as email in the last three years?.
Respondents were offered the following options: None, A little, A reasonable amount, Greatly.

The changing technological environment also makes the creep of e-substitution more pervasive. In Figure 4
for example, the proportion of households in Ireland with access to the internet has increased to 89%.
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FIGURE 4. ACCESS TO INTERNET AT HOME
Access to Internet at home
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Such changes mean that mail senders are more likely than ever to get traction with their customers when
they try to switch to cheaper electronic communications methods, especially if such cost savings, in whole
or part, are passed onto the customer.

3) CHANGING MIX OF MAIL AND SPEED OF DELIVERY
Most mail is sent by large mailers availing of deferred delivery bulk mail service, largely An Post’s “Bulk
No.11”10, which is not a universal postal service. The deferred delivery bulk mail service is increasingly seen
as an attractive option capable of satisfying business requirements. While mailers availing of the deferred
delivery bulk mail service must accept a 2-3 days delivery delay, relative to the cost of the next day delivery
services, the associated costs are much lower at 57 cent per letter, a cost saving of c.40% relative to
the price of a stamped letter. As a result, currently half of all post is not sent using next day delivery even
though the postal network continues to be provisioned for next day delivery with the associated costs.

HALF OF ALL POST IS NOT
FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY.

10 http://www.anpost.ie/NR/rdonlyres/FE18274F-E2EB-4C3D-AF2C-D3A6701357F8/0/2017_BulkMail2000.pdf
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FIGURE 5. NEXT DAY DELIVERY IS LESS THAN HALF OF AN POST’S MAIL
Domestic mail–speed of delivery
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Deferred SOURCE ComReg analysis of An Post’s audited Regulatory Accounts

4) CONTINUED COMPETITION AND GROWTH IN THE PACKETS AND PARCELS SECTOR
The delivery of packets (small parcels) and parcels is a growing sector with e-commerce being the driver
of growth. According to research commissioned by ComReg11, this sector is growing by 2–4% overall with
Business to Consumer growth estimated to be 6–8% per annum, largely due to the growth in e-commerce.
Most packets and parcels originate with ‘Business to Consumer’ large mailers who use commercially
negotiated services. As a result, the vast majority of packets and parcels in this sector are not subject to
regulation by ComReg, with ComReg’s remit largely limited to universal postal service packet and parcels
which are single piece and low volume services.
This research conducted for ComReg has shown that price and reliability are the two key determinants
of choosing a provider to deliver packets / parcels. Furthermore, this research found that buyers of postal
services for packet and parcels would like to see lower prices.

MOST PACKETS AND PARCELS ORIGINATE WITH
BUSINESS TO CONSUMER LARGE MAILERS.

11 ComReg Document No. 15/47 @ https://www.comreg.ie/csv/downloads/ComReg1547.pdf
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FIGURE 6. TOP 2 CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING PACKET/PARCEL PROVIDER
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B2C SOURCE Figure 14: Frontier Report ‘The packets and parcel sector in Ireland’ – ComReg Document No. 15/47

FIGURE 7. WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE PARCEL AND PACKET OPERATORS DO DIFFERENTLY IN
THE FUTURE?
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SOURCE Figure 18: Frontier Report ‘The packets and parcel sector in Ireland’–ComReg Document No. 15/47

The research also found that most pricing in the packets and parcels sector is set by commercial negotiation
with the large senders (e.g. large retailers). As a result, the universal postal service for packets and parcels
provides only a very small part of An Post’s mail business, less than 5%.
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THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
PACKETS AND PARCELS PROVIDES
ONLY A VERY SMALL PART OF
AN POST’S BUSINESS.

FIGURE 8. UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE PACKETS AND PARCELS ARE VERY SMALL PART OF AN POST’S
UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE VOLUMES
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84%

SOURCE ComReg analysis of An Post’s audited 2016 Regulatory Accounts – “flats” are larger envelopes and typically unfolded letters, therefore,
letters are 9 in 10 of universal postal service volumes

An Post’s universal postal service packets has been experiencing a serious decline in volume, a 40% decline
on stamped packet volumes and a 27% decline on metered packet volumes, since 2012 – see Figure 9. This
is surprising given the growth generally in packet sending, and may indicate more attractive competitive
alternatives for postal service users to send their single piece packets domestically.
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A SERIOUS DECLINE IN VOLUME
OF AN POST’S UNIVERSAL POSTAL
SERVICES PACKETS.

FIGURE 9. UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE DOMESTIC PACKET VOLUME DECLINE
% change in Domestic USO packet volumes
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Also, of particular interest, in Ireland, according to the CSO12, over two thirds (67%) of persons who bought
or ordered goods or services online in the previous 12 months used sellers from other EU countries, an
increase of 9% on the same period in 2016. Online purchasing from sellers from the rest of the world also
increased – 30% compared with 23% of persons buying online in 2016.

12 http://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/isshh/informationsocietystatistics-households2017/
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IRELAND HAS HIGH CROSS
BORDER PURCHASES.

FIGURE 10. IRELAND HAS HIGH CROSS BORDER PURCHASES
Individuals ordering goods or services online from sellers in other EU countries
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This high level of cross border purchase is of interest as it could lead to further competition in the delivery
of packets and parcels in Ireland. For example, who delivers a cross-border packet / parcel in Ireland is
dependent on the choice made by the overseas parcel delivery operator used by the cross border seller –
does the overseas parcel delivery operator deliver the cross-border parcels themselves to Ireland or does
the overseas parcel delivery operator hand over to an Irish operator for delivery? With increased volumes
of cross-border parcels coming into Ireland, the overseas parcel delivery operator may now have sufficient
volume to decide to deliver these parcels to Ireland and to not hand over to an Irish parcel delivery operator
for delivery. In this regard the UPS takeover of Nightline/Parcel Motel13 is of interest.
The exit of the UK from the EU will likely bring challenges for parcel delivery service providers regarding the
delivery of packets and parcels to and from the UK. However, it is unclear what these will be as much will
depend on whether the UK will be part of the European Single Market or the European Customs Union or
neither. Challenges regarding the delivery of packets and parcels to and from the UK could include custom
declaration procedures and the collection of VAT and custom duties, where required.

13 http://www.nightline.ie/news/item/ups-to-acquire-ireland-based-nightline-logistics-group/
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THE EXIT OF THE UK FROM THE EU WILL
LIKELY BRING CHALLENGES FOR PARCEL
DELIVERY SERVICE PROVIDERS.

CHALLENGES
These principal trends pose a number of significant challenges for the postal sector over the next five years,
though they largely require action by An Post, as An Post:

→ accounts for most of the mail in the postal
sector, largely letter correspondence; and

→ is currently the sole designated universal
postal service provider.

1) T
 HE FINANCIAL AND LIQUIDITY SITUATION FACING AN POST, GIVEN ITS STATUTORY
DESIGNATION AS THE SOLE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE PROVIDER
Under the Postal Act, An Post is designated as the sole universal postal service provider until 2023, with the
option for ComReg to consider a review in 2018.

FINANCIAL SITUATION
With regard to the financial situation facing An Post, An Post’s audited regulatory accounts show that it
continues to make losses (at an overall level) on the provision of the universal postal service. An Post’s other
businesses, the Retail (Post Offices) network and its subsidiaries14, are each profitable.

AN POST’S OTHER BUSINESSES, RETAIL
NETWORK AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES, ARE
EACH PROFITABLE.

14 For example, the Gift Voucher Shop, Air Business UK, and Post Insurance
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FIGURE 11. MAILS IS THE LOSS MAKING PART OF AN POST–RETAIL (POST OFFICES) AND SUBSIDIARIES
ARE PROFITABLE
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According to An Post’s audited 2016 Regulatory Accounts, the
universal postal service element of the Mails business is lossmaking, while the non-universal postal service part is profitable.
FIGURE 12. THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE IS THE LOSS MAKING PART OF AN POST’S MAILS
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FIGURE 13. THE SPLIT OF LOSSES WITHIN THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
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Within the universal postal service, ComReg, based on its analysis of An Post’s audited Regulatory Accounts
and data/evidence provided by An Post finds that these losses are largely as a result of losses on incoming
international mail and inefficiency. These are explored further as separate challenges.

LIQUIDITY SITUATION
An Post’s letter mail volumes continue to decline. The consequential decline in universal postal service
revenues coupled with the lack of success in reducing related costs, means, among other things, that there
has been a significant decrease in An Post’s cash balances. The liquidity situation that An Post faces has
been steadily developing over several years15. Though ComReg has no prudential function with regard to An
Post, ComReg is very concerned by the liquidity situation facing An Post as currently there are no alternative
universal postal service provider(s) to provide the universal postal service. This liquidity situation means that
regulatory monitoring at this time is particularly important, given that a lack of liquidity could jeopardise An
Post’s ability to provide the universal postal service in its current legally mandated form.

THE LIQUIDITY SITUATION FACING
AN POST HAS DEVELOPED
OVER SEVERAL YEARS.

15 ComReg has publicly noted these concerns since 2012. See ComReg Document Nos. 12/138, 13/21, 14/59, 15/135, 16/53, 16/81, 17/06.
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95% FALL IN CASH AT
BANK AND IN HAND.

FIGURE 14. AN POST COMPANY CASH HAS FALLEN 95% SINCE 2008
An Post Company Cash at bank and in hand
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SOURCE ComReg analysis of An Post’s audited Annual Reports

An Post and its shareholders are currently putting in place
plans to address the financial and liquidity situation16. The
State has already stepped in by repealing the price cap on
universal postal services in March 201717 and by providing
State funding of €30 million18 in November 2017.
The repeal of the price cap allowed An Post to increase its prices on universal postal services by up to 40%
in April 2017, following more modest price increases under the price cap. This repeal removed ComReg’s
role in approving such price increases. In November 2017 the State provided funding to An Post18 and An
Post has noted that “(t)he recent Government decision to fund [An Post] provides some funding certainty
although further debt funding cannot be ruled out”.19 If An Post, on foot of its liquidity situation, is unable
to provide universal postal services, ComReg, given its statutory function to ensure a universal postal
service that meets the reasonable needs of postal service users, must consider other arrangements for the
provision of the universal postal service. This would need to be examined at the time.

16 See statements by DCCAE and An Post at Joint Committee on Communications, Climate Action and Environment Debate on 17 January 2017
17 http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2017/act/3/enacted/en/print
18 https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/news-and-media/press-releases/Pages/Minister-Denis-Naughten-secures-%E2%82%AC30-million-in-State-funding-to-protectPost-Office-network.aspx
19 Statement by An Post to Oireachtas Communications Committee, 28 November 2017
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There are likely alternatives to the provision of the universal postal service. Possibilities arise in the provision
of the following services, for example:

PACKETS AND PARCELS → This universal postal service has an annual revenue of almost €70m.
ComReg’s research on the packets and parcel sector has demonstrated that there are many
alternative packet and parcel delivery providers that operate in this competitive sector that could offer
reasonable alternatives for postal service users; indeed 7 in 10 packets/parcels are already delivered
through such channels.
REGISTERED ITEMS SERVICE → This universal postal service has an annual revenue of almost €40m.
Some existing postal service providers already provide a service similar to the registered items service
i.e. a ‘signed for’ type service. In addition, there are express and courier services, which are provided
at a similar price to registered post and can provide a “proof of delivery” for the postal service users.
Similarly, postal service users could use packet/parcel delivery providers as such services offer “proof
of delivery”. In short, there may be a number of reasonable alternatives for postal service users.
LETTERS →This universal postal service has an annual revenue of almost €180m and the provision of
this service would also present opportunities for postal service providers to offer the non-universal
letter postal service, which has an annual revenue of almost €130m, for a total of over €300m in
annual revenue in the delivery of letters. Some existing postal service providers already provide a
letter service, largely deferred delivery and not next day. However, in the event there are exceptional
circumstances arising, postal service users may be more likely to accept a letter postal service that is
not next day given that email / express and courier services / registered items service by alternative
providers would be available for urgent correspondence. If deferred delivery of letters is acceptable,
and it already is for large mailers who account for most mail sent, it is likely that the market could
meet the demand for deferred delivery of letters. This could be by existing postal service providers or a
new postal service provider.
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2) LIMITED SCOPE FOR FURTHER SIGNIFICANT PRICE INCREASES
An Post made significant price increases, of up to 40%, during 2017. As a result, the price of the domestic
stamped letter has increased by over 80% since 2012.
FIGURE 15. STAMPED LETTER HAS INCREASED IN PRICE BY 82% SINCE 2012
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SOURCE ComReg analysis of An Post price increases of domestic stamped letter

ComReg considers that given the significant price increases made by An Post, which put An Post’s stamped
letter price above European norms20 (see Figure 16), and given that large senders of post are very sensitive
to price increases21, that there is very limited scope for future significant price increases. Furthermore, in
some other European states, for example Denmark and Italy, there is a cheaper deferred delivery service
(delivery within 2–3 days) for single piece mail. This option is currently not available to Irish postal service
users for their single piece stamped and metered mail.

82% INCREASE IN PRICE
BETWEEN 2012 AND 2017.

20 According to the recent report by Deutsche Post on the nominal prices for a domestic stamped letter, Ireland is now the sixth most expensive in Europe
for domestic stamped letter – see Deutsche Post ‘Letter prices in Europe’ – 16th Edition – March 2017 @ http://www.dpdhl.com/en/media_relations/media_
library/documents/letter_price_survey_europe.html
21 ComReg Document No. 16/107 @ https://www.comreg.ie/publication/research-postal-users-needs/
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FIGURE 16. AN POST STAMPED LETTER PRICE VERSUS PRICING IN EUROPE
Nominal € price for a domestic standard letter
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As the majority of mail is sent by large mailers (utilities, financial services, Government), with significant
price increases, these mailers can choose cheaper options22, including electronic substitution. Such
electronic options, if adopted, would lead to a significant and catastrophic permanent decline in mail volume.

22 For example, since 2014, a lot of An Post’s bulk mail has moved to its cheapest bulk mail product, that is only 3 cents cheaper for allowing mail to be
delayed by a further day, for a total 3 day delay in posting.
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AN POST’S COSTS HAVE
NOT FALLEN IN LINE WITH
ITS VOLUME DECLINES.

3) URGENT NEED TO REDUCE COSTS IN LINE WITH MAIL VOLUME DECLINES
According to An Post, its volumes have fallen by 45% since 2007 and it is currently forecasting further
volume declines. However, its costs have not fallen in line with this volume decline.
ComReg’s price cap had put in place an incentive for An Post to become cost efficient, however, that price
cap is now repealed. ComReg’s price cap noted that An Post, based on internal benchmarking within An
Post, was inefficient in the range of 7%-22%. An Post acknowledged “that there has been a significant
underachievement of the 2% p.a. target savings in the first two years of the price cap control”23. This is
evidenced in Figure 17 which shows costs are increasing year-on-year at An Post’s Mails business even
though its volumes are declining.
FIGURE 17. % CHANGE IN REVENUE, COSTS, AND VOLUMES AT AN POST MAILS
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Following the repeal of the price cap, the challenge is for An Post to deliver cost efficiency so as to ensure
the financial stability of An Post into the future. In this respect, ComReg notes An Post’s aim of a reduction
in headcount of 316 FTEs by end-December 201724.

23 An Post letter dated 14 September 2016 @ https://www.comreg.ie/publication/request-post-review-price-cap/
24 http://www.anpost.ie/AnPost/MainContent/About+An+Post/Media+Centre/Press+Releases/2017/STATEMENT++Announcement+of+30m+support+for+
An+Post+restructuring.htm
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4) NEED TO REDUCE LOSSES (BY NEGOTIATING BETTER TERMINAL DUES AGREEMENTS)
ON INTERNATIONAL INBOUND MAIL
As ComReg noted following its review in 201625, An Post’s losses in the international inbound segment (mail
posted abroad for delivery in Ireland) of the universal postal service account for almost 40% of its total
losses in providing the universal postal service.
FIGURE 18. 2016 SPLIT OF UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE LOSSES
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The impact of these losses on International Inbound mail is of even greater concern given An Post’s overall
financial and liquidity position. An Post’s losses in international inbound mail (primarily in letters and
registered items and not in packets and parcels) will continue unless:

→a
 ction is taken on new terminal dues multilateral agreements to increase revenues.
There may be a role for the State in these
multi-lateral negotiations.

→a
 ction is taken by An Post to reduce its costs
to an efficient level26.

AN POST’S LOSSES IN THE INTERNATIONAL INBOUND
SEGMENT OF THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
ACCOUNT FOR ALMOST 40% OF ITS TOTAL LOSSES.

25 ComReg Document No. 16/53 @ https://www.comreg.ie/publication/an-posts-losses-on-international-inbound-mail-in-the-universal-postal-service/
26 ComReg, in its 2014 price cap decision, noted that An Post, based on internal benchmarking, was inefficient in the range of 7%–22%.
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FIGURE 19. 2016 INTERNATIONAL INBOUND LOSSES
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An Post's ability to negotiate increased terminal dues tariffs is constrained. The UPU provides for what are
essentially default terminal dues rates which apply in the absence of any individual agreements between
postal operators (multilateral or bilateral). However, the default UPU rates are already lower than the rates
under the European multi-lateral agreement or under any bilateral agreement to which An Post is party.
Because the default UPU rates do not reflect An Post’s actual costs, it may be difficult for An Post to
negotiate increased rates which would cover its actual costs.
Additionally, the multilateral terminal dues agreement for inbound mail for Europe limits terminal dues
rate increases to a small percentage amount, per annum. This is important as An Post’s domestic prices
increased significantly in 2017 (c.40% on domestic stamped letter) and by significantly more than the
maximum allowed under the European multilateral agreement. As a result, it will take many years for all of
the domestic price increase (82% increases since 2012) to be fully reflected in higher terminal dues rates
under the European multilateral agreement. Essentially, international users posting to Ireland are enjoying
a better or almost subsidised rate than Irish postal service users. However, ComReg understands based
on information provided by An Post that one European state has negotiated a higher terminal dues rate to
reflect higher domestic price increases, demonstrating that negotiation is possible. Moreover, there are no
equivalent automatic price adjustment mechanisms in any of the bilateral agreements negotiated by An
Post. An Post must remedy this. This challenge requires action to be taken by An Post and the State with
the aim of ameliorating losses in international inbound mail. In this respect, ComReg notes that An Post has
recently introduced a bulk access price for its incoming cross border postal packets27 with this price being
more reflective of An Post’s domestic prices and its cost base.
ComReg’s role on international inbound mail is limited by legislation to a compliance role, requiring An Post,
as the current universal postal service provider, to cover its costs in processing and delivering international
inbound mail within the universal postal service from other EU Member States only. Therefore ComReg’s role
does not include UPU rates (as these apply for rest of world, outside EU) and any bi-lateral rates agreed with
the UK, following UK’s exit from the EU in due course.

27 See Iris Oifigiuil 80 published 6 October 2017
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5) RESPONDING TO THE CHANGING DEMAND DYNAMICS OF THE POSTAL SECTOR
The postal sector is changing and the postal needs of consumers and businesses are shifting rapidly, in
particular with increased e-commerce and increased online communication. As a result, there is a changing
demand dynamic, particularly in the mix of services (more parcel and less letters) and on requirements for
delivery certainty (less letters at next day delivery). Postal service providers are responding to this challenge
of changing demand dynamics.
ComReg has a statutory objective to promote the development of the postal sector. Given this and the
changing demand dynamic, ComReg will explore through market research how consumer and business postal
needs and preferences are evolving as such information is important to fully understand the sector. ComReg
will publish this research so that all can benefit from its findings. Such research, where appropriate:

→w
 ill assist in informing future regulatory
decisions by ComReg

→c
 ould be used to inform wider policy issues for
the postal sector.

For example, an issue for the universal postal service is that the Postal Act defines the universal postal
service to mean that on every working day, except in such circumstances or geographical conditions as
ComReg considers to be exceptional, there is at least one delivery to every home or premises of every person
in the State. However, most post is sent by large mailers (utilities, financial services, government) who do not
use ‘next day’ delivery, but defer their mail to be posted over 2-3 days to avail of the cheapest price available.
Therefore, currently less than half of An Post’s mail is for next day delivery. However, An Post’s postal network
remains predominately provisioned for this declining ‘next day’ delivery, with associated cost.
Other EU States, for example Denmark, are examining solutions to this challenge.

UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE IN DENMARK
Denmark has good broadband across the country. In 2009 an electronic mailbox was introduced for every
citizen. Almost every letter mail by Government, utilities, financial services, medical and educational providers
now is electronic to this electronic mailbox. As a result, priority (next day delivery) letter mail decreased
significantly and today accounts for very little mail volume. If letter mail is sent, it is predominately sent via a
non-priority service that allows up to 5 days for the mailing of a letter.
Given these declines in letter mail volumes and the increase in packet/parcel delivery from e-commerce,
the universal postal service is more focussed on ensuring a packet and parcel delivery service that meets
the needs of postal service users, where there is no effective competition for this. The universal postal
service packet and parcel offers a next day delivery option, letters can be sent via this option too at the
price of a packet.
Less focus and less volume on next day delivery has afforded Post Denmark the opportunity to re-design mail
collection and delivery, reducing cost commensurate with mail volume decline, thereby becoming
more efficient.

LESS FOCUS AND LESS VOLUME ON NEXT
DAY DELIVERY HAS AFFORDED POST
DENMARK THE OPPORTUNITY TO RE-DESIGN
MAIL COLLECTION AND DELIVERY.
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CHAPTER 3 →

COMREG'S
STRATEGIC
INTENT
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ComReg’s vision, role and mission was set in its ECS Strategy
Statement (ComReg Document No. 17/31) and is summarised
in Annex 1 of this document.
For postal regulation, the tools we have to deliver our role and mission can be categorised into four
broad areas:

→ Ensuring the provision of a universal
postal service

→ Facilitate the development of competition and
innovation in the postal sector, and

→ Promote the interests of postal service users

→ Monitoring and ensuring compliance.

Underpinning our ability to deliver is our legal remit, obtaining and analysing information and evidence,
and the development of our organisation. This relationship is captured in our strategic framework which is
illustrated in Figure 20 below.
FIGURE 20. COMREG STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
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COMREG HAS A STATUTORY FUNCTION TO
ENSURE THE PROVISION OF A UNIVERSAL
POSTAL SERVICE.

The trends and challenges identified in Chapter 2 require action by a number of different parties, mainly by
An Post, as An Post accounts for most of the post in the postal sector, particularly letter correspondence.
For many of these challenges, ComReg has no role or remit. Where ComReg has a role or remit in addressing
certain of these challenges we have considered these in developing our three statements of strategic intent,
describing what we hope to achieve over the next five years through the use of the tools at our disposal.

SEEK TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF A UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
ComReg has a statutory function to ensure the provision of a universal postal service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal service users. Furthermore, ComReg has a statutory objective to promote the
availability of a universal postal service within, to, and from the State at an affordable price for the benefit
of all postal service users. ComReg recognises that a co-ordinated and clear regulatory framework relating
to the provision of universal postal services is beneficial in providing regulatory certainty so that universal
postal service provider(s) can take the necessary actions to ensure and provide a stable provision of the
universal postal service. The strategic intention associated with this role is to act within our powers set by
the Oireachtas to seek to ensure that there is a universal postal service that meets the reasonable needs
of postal service users.

STRATEGIC INTENT 1
SEEK TO ENSURE THE
PROVISION OF A UNIVERSAL
POSTAL SERVICE

There is a universal postal service that
meets the reasonable needs of postal
service users

PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF POSTAL SERVICE USERS
ComReg has a statutory objective to promote the interests of postal service users. In particular, ComReg
must ensure a high level of protection for postal service users in their dealings with postal service providers.
Most post is sent by large mailers (utilities, financial services, Government) and such postings are typically
conducted in accordance with a negotiated contract, with terms and conditions, including dispute resolution,
set by those contracts. Therefore, ComReg does not have a role with regard to such mail. ComReg’s role
is primarily with regard to the remainder of mail that is not conducted in accordance with a negotiated
contract, to ensure that the interests of those postal service users are promoted and protected.
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COMREG HAS A STATUTORY OBJECTIVE
TO PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF POSTAL
SERVICE USERS.

Protecting and informing consumers involves setting rules to ensure that postal service users can access
basic services and that they are armed with the information they need to engage with the postal sector
with confidence. With this in mind, ComReg considers that ensuring the availability of clear and transparent
information can greatly empower postal service users to respond directly to situations they consider to be
less than satisfactory. Nevertheless, ComReg must always be ready to step in with firm action focused on
rectifying any unfair or unreasonable treatment of postal service users. The strategic intention associated
with this role is that postal service users can choose and use postal services with confidence.

STRATEGIC INTENT 2
PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF
POSTAL SERVICE USERS

Postal service users can choose and
use postal services with confidence

FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION AND INNOVATION
ComReg has a statutory objective to promote the development of the postal sector and to facilitate the
development of competition and innovation in postal service provision. The strategic intention associated
with this role is that there is competition and innovation in the provision of postal services.

STRATEGIC INTENT 3
FACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPETITION AND INNOVATION

Regulation facilitates competition
and innovation in the provision of
postal services by using appropriate
regulatory intervention within our remit

In Chapters 4 to 6 we set out the strategic goals associated with each of these three strategic intentions.

COMREG HAS A STATUTORY OBJECTIVE
TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE POSTAL SECTOR.
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CHAPTER 4 → STRATEGIC INTENT 1

SEEK TO ENSURE
THE PROVISION
OF A UNIVERSAL
POSTAL SERVICE
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ComReg has a statutory function to ensure the provision of
a universal postal service that meets the reasonable needs
of postal service users. Furthermore, ComReg has a statutory
objective to promote the availability of a universal postal
service within, to, and from the State at an affordable price
for the benefit of all postal service users.
The universal postal service required by the Postal Act means that on every working day, except in
such circumstances or geographical conditions as ComReg considers exceptional, there is at least one
clearance and one delivery to the home or premises of every person in the State and that the following
services are provided:

→ the clearance, sorting, transport and
distribution of “postal packets”28 up to
2 kilograms in weight;
→ the clearance, sorting, transport and
distribution of parcels both within the State
and from other Member States up to 20
kilograms in weight;

→ a registered items service;
→ an insured items service within the State and
to and from all UPU countries;
→p
 ostal services, free of charge, to blind and
partially-sighted persons.

With regard to the universal postal service, the Postal Act requires ComReg to:

→ specify the universal postal service to ensure
that the universal postal service develops
in response to the technical, economic and
social environment and to the reasonable
needs of the postal service users;

→ monitor compliance by universal postal service
provider(s) with the statutory and regulatory
requirements of providing a universal postal
service. These requirements include price,
access, and quality.

→ consider whether a designation of a universal
postal service provider is required, subject to
the timeframes and other requirements set by
the Postal Act;

This Chapter sets out ComReg’s strategic goals associated with seeking to ensure the provision of
a universal postal service with the high level objective of a universal postal service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal service users.

28 The Postal Act defines a “postal packet” as meaning an item addressed in the final form in which it is to be carried by a postal service provider and includes
a letter, parcel, packet or any other article transmissible by post.
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STRATEGIC INTENT 1

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?

There is a universal postal
service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal
service users.

→A
 ‘de minimis’ universal postal service that meets the reasonable
and changing needs of postal service users
→T
 he universal postal service provider complies with the
statutory and regulatory requirements of providing the universal
postal service

ComReg recognises that a co-ordinated and clear regulatory
framework relating to the provision of universal postal
services is beneficial in providing regulatory certainty so that
universal postal service provider(s) can take the necessary
actions to ensure and provide a stable provision of a universal
postal service.
In this respect, in the upcoming period, ComReg’s goals are to:

GOAL 1 → UNDERSTAND THE REASONABLE NEEDS OF POSTAL SERVICE USERS
The postal sector is changing. There is a changing demand dynamic, particularly in the mix of services (more
parcel and less letters) and on requirements for delivery certainty (less letters at next day delivery). Postal
service providers are responding to this challenge.
ComReg has a statutory function to ensure the provision of a universal postal service that meets the
reasonable needs of postal service users. Consequently, ComReg will, following a public consultation, take a
view on what the reasonable needs of postal service users are. This understanding and view would be based
on market research and other evidence available to ComReg. This understanding and view on the reasonable
postal service user needs, together with other available evidence, will assist in informing future regulatory
decisions by ComReg on the universal postal service. It may also be of use to other stakeholders involved in
the development of the postal sector.

THE POSTAL SECTOR IS CHANGING.
POSTAL SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE
RESPONDING TO THIS CHALLENGE.
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GOAL 2 → REVIEW THE SPECIFICATION OF THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
In ComReg Document 12/81 (D08/12, SI 280 of 2012), following a public consultation, ComReg set a ‘de
minimis’ universal postal service to meet postal service users’ reasonable needs that would not be met by
competition. This approach aimed to minimise the regulatory burden on An Post, the current universal postal
service provider, as it is only subject to detailed regulatory control in relation to its universal postal services.
By setting a ‘de minimis’ universal postal service, the current sole universal postal service provider enjoys
the appropriate level of regulatory freedom and commercial flexibility in the delivery of its other
postal services.

FIGURE 21. CURRENT UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE SPECIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS SET BY THE STATE UNDER THE
POSTAL ACT

SPECIFICATION SET BY COMREG UNDER SI 280
OF 201229

Clearance, sorting, transport of postal
items up to 2kg.

SI 280 specifies 3 formats of items with minimum
dimensions and maximum weight: Letters up to 100g,
Large Envelope up to 500g and packets up to 2kg.
SI 280 specifies payment by stamp and meter.

Clearance, sorting, transport of postal parcels at least
up to 10kg (if not specified: 20kg).

Clearance, sorting, transport of postal
parcels at least up to 20kg.
SI 280 requires the provision of specific products:

→ PO Box
→ Redirection
→ Poste Restante
→ MailMinder
→ Business Reply
→ Freepost
SI 280 requires the provision of a domestic
service for items deposited in bulk:

→ For “Delivery only”–which refers to a D+1 service
→ For “Deferred Delivery”–which refers to a D+n service
The SI 280 requires the provision of an
international service for items deposited in bulk.
Minimum one clearance and one delivery to every
premise every working day.

SI 280 specifies the speed of delivery in setting out
the transit time standards of all single piece services

→ D+1 within state
→ D+3 within EU
→ D+9 to all other foreign addresses
Sorting, transport and distribution of postal parcels
from other member states up to 20kg.

–

A registered service and an insured service.

–

A single piece service provided free of charge to
the postal service user for the transmission of postal
services to blind and partially-sighted persons.

–

SOURCE S.I. No. 280 of 2012 and Postal Act NOTE “–” indicates that S.I. No. 280 adds no further regulation to the Postal Act

29 Available at http://www.comreg.ie/csv/downloads/SI_280_of_2012.pdf
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Given the evolving dynamics of the postal sector, and to minimise any cost in providing a universal postal
service, ComReg will revisit the specification of the universal postal service to assess whether it can be
further refined.
ComReg will commission research to assist it in assessing what specification of the universal postal service
may be required to meet the reasonable needs of postal service users. If any change to the specification is
proposed, ComReg will set out its preliminary views in a public consultation, and any responses, including
other available evidence, will be considered in advance of any decision by ComReg to revise the specification
of the universal postal service.

GOAL 3 → CONSIDER THE DESIGNATION OF UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE PROVIDER(S)
The Postal Act designated An Post as the sole universal postal service provider until 2023. However, the
Postal Act also set out an option to review that designation in August 2018, at which point ComReg may
decide to:
i. continue the designation of
An Post as universal postal
service provider;

ii. with the prior consent
of the Minister, designate
one or more than one
postal service provider as
a universal postal service
provider;

iii. w
 ith the prior consent of
the Minister, decide that
no such designation is
required

As set out earlier, given the serious financial and liquidity situation facing An Post, and given the
development of the postal sector since the enactment of the Postal Act in 2011, there is merit in reviewing
the universal postal service provider designation. For example, in Germany, there is no designated universal
postal service provider, with the universal postal service being provided through normal competition, an
approach which also minimises the regulatory burden on postal operators generally, and Deutsche Post,
the incumbent, in particular. For the benefit of postal service users and for the State, there is benefit in
reviewing whether other postal service provider(s) are designated to provide the universal postal service, in
whole or part. For example, other postal service provider(s) could be designated to provide a registered items
service. Any decision by ComReg in this regard would be subject to engagement with authorised postal
service providers and, as required by the Postal Act, the prior consent of the Minister.

IN GERMANY, THERE IS NO DESIGNATED
UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE PROVIDER,
WITH THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE BEING
PROVIDED THROUGH NORMAL COMPETITION.
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GOAL 4 → M
 ONITOR FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROVIDING THE
UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
Arising from the Postal Act, a universal postal service provider is required:

→ To provide a universal postal service in
accordance with the obligations imposed by or
under the Postal Act;

→ To comply with the terms and conditions of its
universal postal services provision.

→ To provide identical services to postal service
users under comparable conditions; and

Pursuant to the Postal Act, where ComReg is of the opinion that a universal postal service is failing, or has
failed, to comply with any of the universal postal service requirements, it may issue a direction to a universal
postal service provider to ensure compliance.
In this respect, ComReg will continue to monitor universal postal service provider(s) compliance with
regulatory obligations, either in response to complaints, or following investigations on its own initiative.
ComReg may then take appropriate enforcement action, as necessary, to remedy any non-compliance.
This is particularly important because a universal postal service provider, as provided for by the Postal Act, is
immune from liability in respect of loss or damage suffered by a postal service user because of:

→ Any failure or delay in providing, operating or
maintaining a universal postal service, or

→ Any failure, interruption, suspension or
restriction of a universal postal service.

ComReg’s monitoring in respect of universal postal service provision will include the following:

PRICING
ComReg is tasked to ensure that a universal postal service provider’s pricing of its universal postal services
comply with the tariff requirements of the Postal Act which are:

A. P
 rices must be affordable
and be such that all postal
service users may avail of
the services provided;

B. Prices must comply
with the uniform tariff
requirement which applies
throughout the State to
any postal service provided
at a single piece tariff;

C. T
 ariffs must be transparent
and non-discriminatory.
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PRICES MUST BE AFFORDABLE AND BE
SUCH THAT ALL POSTAL SERVICE USERS
MAY AVAIL OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED.

ComReg must carry out this task following, and not in advance of, a universal postal service provider
increasing the prices of its universal postal services. In the event that ComReg was to find that prices of
universal postal services are not compliant, for example, they are not affordable or do not reflect efficient
cost, ComReg’s intervention is limited to the issue of a direction to the universal postal service provider to
ensure compliance.

REGULATORY ACCOUNTS
ComReg will continue to monitor compliance by a universal postal service provider with the 2017 Accounting
Direction30. ComReg welcomes the commitment of the universal postal service provider to comply with
the 2017 Accounting Direction31. The audited regulatory (separated) accounts are critical information for
ComReg to assess how the universal postal service is performing financially, for assessing universal postal
services’ prices for compliance with the cost orientation tariff requirement of the Postal Act, and for other
regulatory requirements.

QUALITY OF SERVICE
Quality of service standards are necessary to ensure that postal service users receive the appropriate
priority postal service for which they have paid. ComReg will continue to monitor compliance by a universal
postal service provider against the current standard32.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICES
A universal postal service provider meets its universal postal service in accordance with its terms and
conditions. As required by the Postal Act, such terms and conditions must not have a significantly adverse
effect on postal service users and must meet their reasonable needs. Where a universal postal service
provider proposes to amend its terms and conditions for its universal postal service, we will consider the
reasonable needs of postal service users and ensure that the amended terms and conditions do not have a
significant adverse effect on users.

COMPLAINT AND REDRESS PROCEDURES
As required by the Postal Act, a universal postal service provider must draw up and implement a code of
practice setting out procedures, standards and policies with respect to the handling of complaints from
postal service users, in particular, complaints, relating to loss, theft, damage or quality of service. We will
monitor universal postal service provider(s) complaints and redress procedures for compliance.
30 Document No. 17/06 (D02/17) dated 20 January 2017
31 ComReg Document No. 17/93 dated 21 November 2017
32 See https://www.comreg.ie/publication/comreg-reports-91-next-day-delivery-performance-post-2016/ for latest finding that An Post delivered 91% of single
piece priority mail on the next working day following the day of posting. ComReg first introduced independent monitoring of the quality of the universal
postal service in 2003 and at that time just 71% of single piece priority mail was being delivered on the next working day. The rate of next-day delivery has
therefore improved by 20 percentage points – a rate of improvement of 28% – since 2003.
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TERMINAL DUES
As required by the Postal Act, in order to ensure the cross-border provision of the universal postal service, a
universal postal service provider is required to ensure that its agreements on terminal dues for cross-border
mail within the EU complies with the following requirements:
A. Terminal dues shall be fixed
to the costs of processing
and delivering incoming
cross-border mail;

B. Levels of remuneration shall
be related to the quality of
service achieved;

C. T
 erminal dues shall be
transparent and nondiscriminatory.

We will monitor universal postal service provider(s) compliance with these requirements.

ANY NET COST CLAIM ARISING FROM THE PROVISION OF THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE
As required by the Postal Act, if a universal postal service provider makes a claim arising from the provision
of the universal postal service, ComReg would in accordance with its Decisions D09/1333 and D15/1334,
determine whether any request for funding for the net costs (if any) of providing the universal postal service
(a) represents a net cost to the universal postal service provider (b) represents an unfair financial burden on
the universal postal service provider.
In determining whether there is a net cost, ComReg is required to take account of whether the universal
postal service was provided in a cost-efficient manner. In making any claim to seek funding for its net
costs, An Post would set out how it would re-optimise its postal operation in the absence of the universal
postal service requirements–i.e. it would identify the changes to postal services that An Post would make
if it operated on an unconstrained commercial basis. This would be informed by An Post’s own commercial
knowledge and reflects how An Post would seek to reorganise its postal operations, absent the current
universal postal service requirements, so as to maximise profits. If An Post makes any such net cost
request, ComReg would publish a non-confidential version of An Post’s request and would consult publicly on
the matter to seek the views of interested parties and to set out ComReg’s preliminary views.

GOAL 5 → R
 EVIEW AND REPORT ON ANY CONSEQUENCES FROM THE REPEAL OF THE PRICE
CAP FOR UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICES
In March 2017, the Postal Act was amended to repeal the legislative section for the price cap35 and ComReg’s
price cap decision. The amended Postal Act36 requires ComReg to undertake a review of any consequences,
including for terminal dues, of the repeal and report to the Minister on that review by September 2019.
Consequently, ComReg is in the process of gathering information and data in order to undertake the review
of any consequences of the repeal.

33 ‘Response to Consultation and ComReg's determination on the form and the manner of any net cost request by the universal postal service provider under
section 35 of the 2011 Act’ dated 25 July 2013
34 ‘Response to Consultation and Decision on how to assess and finance any unfair financial burden on the universal postal service provider’ dated
4 December 2013
35 The price cap set a maximum level by which the universal postal service provider could increase the prices of certain of its universal postal services, for
example, a letter for sending within Ireland paid for by stamp or meter. This ensured that universal postal services remained affordable, in particular for SMEs.
36 http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2017/act/3/enacted/en/print
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CHAPTER 5 → STRATEGIC INTENT 2

PROMOTE
THE INTERESTS
OF POSTAL
SERVICE USERS
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ComReg has a statutory objective to promote the interests
of postal service users, both the senders and receivers of
post. Most post is sent by large mailers (utilities, financial
services, Government) and such postings are typically
conducted in accordance with a negotiated contract, with
terms and conditions, including dispute resolution, set by
those contracts. Therefore, ComReg does not have a role with
regard to such mail.
ComReg’s role is primarily with regard to the remainder of mail that is not conducted in accordance with a
negotiated contract, to ensure that the interests of those postal service users are promoted and protected.
ComReg must ensure a high level of protection for those postal service users in their dealings with postal
service providers. This includes:

→ ensuring appropriate codes of practice
are drawn up and implemented by postal
service providers;
→e
 nsuring the availability of simple and
inexpensive dispute resolution procedures
carried out by a body independent of the
parties involved;

→ consulting and co-operating with the CCPC
as appropriate;
→ addressing the postal needs of specific
social groups, in particular, disabled postal
service users.

With this in mind, ComReg considers that ensuring the availability of clear and transparent information
can greatly empower postal service users to respond directly to situations they consider to be less
than satisfactory.
Nevertheless, ComReg must always be ready to step in with firm action focused on rectifying any unfair or
unreasonable treatment of postal service users. Proactive monitoring of obligations and the undertaking of
investigations are essential components of our postal service user protection brief. The Postal Act empowers
ComReg to give Directions:

1. where postal service providers, including
the universal postal service provider, are
found to be non-compliant in relation to their
complaints and redress procedures;

2. to the universal postal service provider
to modify its terms and conditions for its
universal postal service or where ComReg
is of the opinion that the universal postal
service provider is failing, or has failed, to
comply with certain requirements of the
Postal Act.
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STRATEGIC INTENT 2

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?

Postal service users can
choose and use postal
services with confidence.

→U
 niversal postal services available, where there is no effective
competition, that meet the reasonable needs of postal service
users
→P
 ostal service provider(s) comply with the statutory and
regulatory requirements of providing a postal service
→ Vulnerable users are protected
→P
 ostal service users are empowered through clear and adequate
information and effective redress
→ Postal service users are treated fairly by postal service providers
→P
 ostal service users, both senders and receivers, derive maximum
benefit in terms of choice, price and quality

This Chapter sets out ComReg’s strategic goals associated with promoting the interests of postal service
users with the high level objective of ensuring that postal service users can choose and use postal services
with confidence. Our strategy emphasises the role of informed decision making by postal service users, and
has the following strategic goals:

GOAL 6 → E
 MPOWER POSTAL SERVICE USERS BY ENSURING THE AVAILABILITY OF
APPROPRIATE INFORMATION ON POSTAL SERVICES AND CROSS BORDER
PARCELS SERVICES
We recognise that postal service users must be adequately informed if they are to correctly select postal
services that suit both their needs and budget. ComReg engages with postal service providers to help
ensure that appropriate information is made available to postal service users. ComReg ensures the provision
of appropriate information on postal services by maintaining a register of authorised postal service providers
and this is accessible via ComReg’s website37. The register contains information such as what postal
services are on offer. This information is taken from each postal service provider’s notification to ComReg
of the postal services it is or is intending to provide. This information ensures that postal service users are
informed of the choices available to them from a range of postal service providers.

POSTAL SERVICE USERS MUST BE
ADEQUATELY INFORMED IF THEY ARE TO
CORRECTLY SELECT POSTAL SERVICES THAT
SUIT BOTH THEIR NEEDS AND BUDGET.

37 https://www.comreg.ie/industry/postal-regulation/authorised-postal-providers/authorised-postal-providers-register/
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As likely to be required by the proposed European regulation on cross border parcels services38, when
implemented, ComReg will collect the required information on cross border parcel services to be provided by
parcel delivery service providers and publish this information, where appropriate.

PROPOSED EUROPEAN REGULATION ON CROSS BORDER PARCELS
According the European Commission, the aim of the proposal is to increase price transparency and
regulatory monitoring of cross-border parcel delivery services. The proposed European Regulation will give
national postal regulators, such as ComReg, the remit to collect data to monitor cross-border parcels. The
European Commission will publish the public list prices of cross-border parcel providers with the aim of
increasing competition and tariff transparency.

GOAL 7 → E
 MPOWER POSTAL SERVICE USERS BY ENSURING THE AVAILABILITY OF
COMPLAINTS AND REDRESS PROCEDURES
Arising from the Postal Act, every postal service provider must implement a code of practice setting out
procedures, standards, and policies in respect to the handling of complaints from postal service users, in
particular, complaints relating to loss, theft, damage, or quality of service.
ComReg will continue to ensure that the codes of practices set by the respective postal service providers
are sufficient and contain appropriate information to secure effective protection of postal service users.
As clear and unambiguous codes of practice are critical to protect postal service users, ComReg, under
the Postal Act, may direct postal service providers to make such alteration(s) or addition(s) to these codes
of practice as ComReg considers appropriate. This measure, where appropriate, helps ensure that postal
service providers respect and uphold their obligations to protect postal service users.
ComReg will ensure that the terms and conditions for the universal postal services contain the appropriate
information to meet the reasonable needs of postal service users and their right to seek appropriate redress.
In order to protect postal service users, under the Postal Act, ComReg may direct postal service providers
to comply with such measures that are required to resolve a dispute between a postal service provider and
postal service user(s). This measure, where appropriate, appropriately aids in the redress for unresolved
disputes.

GOAL 8 → P
 ROTECT POSTAL SERVICE USERS BY ENSURING POSTAL SERVICES USERS,
BOTH SENDERS AND RECEIVERS, DERIVE MAXIMUM BENEFIT IN TERMS OF CHOICE,
PRICE AND QUALITY
QUALITY
Without effective competition, quality of service standards are necessary for single piece universal postal
services to ensure that postal service users receive the appropriate service for which they have paid.
As required by the Postal Act, ComReg regularly monitors compliance by the universal postal service
provider in this regard. Where ComReg is of the opinion that the universal postal service provider has not
met the quality of service standards it may give a direction to the universal postal service provider to take
corrective action. This measure helps ensure that the universal service provider respects and upholds its
obligations in relation to the quality of service for single piece universal postal service in order to protect
postal service users.

38 Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on cross-border parcel delivery services @ http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST9674-2017-INIT/en/pdf
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AN POST NOW HAS PRICING FREEDOM
ON SETTING THE PRICES OF UNIVERSAL
POSTAL SERVICES AND COMREG HAS
NO PRICE APPROVAL ROLE.

PRICE
The Postal Act requires universal postal service prices to be affordable. This is necessary as there is no
effective competition for universal postal services. ComReg is tasked with ensuring that the universal postal
service provider complies with this requirement. The following points are pertinent:

→ ComReg no longer has an ex-ante pricing tool
to ensure affordability. The price cap, when
in place, ensured universal postal services
were affordable. An Post now has pricing
freedom on setting the prices of universal
postal services and ComReg has no price
approval role.

→ ComReg can only take compliance action
against non-affordable prices after the price
changes are made by An Post. Compliance
action can take significant time and resources
and it would likely take time to reverse noncomplaint prices that have taken effect.

GOAL 9 → C
 ONSULT AND CO-OPERATE WITH THE COMPETITION AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
COMMISSION (“CCPC”)
The CCPC is responsible for the enforcement of a wide range of consumer legislation. As noted in the Postal
Act, ComReg will help ensure a high level of protection for postal service users in their dealings with postal
service providers by consulting and co-operating with the CCPC as appropriate.
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CHAPTER 6 → STRATEGIC INTENT 3

FACILITATE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPETITION AND
INNOVATION
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Central to ComReg’s regulatory role is the principle that wellfunctioning markets deliver optimal outcomes in terms of
prices, quality, choice and innovation. In postal regulation,
effective competition minimises the specification of the
universal postal service as the universal postal service is only
required where there is no effective competition.
ComReg has a statutory objective to promote the development of the postal sector and to facilitate the
development of competition and innovation in postal service provision.

STRATEGIC INTENT 3

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?

Regulation facilitates
competition and innovation
in the provision of postal
services by using appropriate
regulatory interventions
within our remit.

→ Postal service users are aware of and can avail of competing
postal service providers
→ Competing postal service providers bring innovations to the
sector both in terms of products and process to the benefit of
postal service users
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In this respect, in the upcoming period, ComReg will:

GOAL 10 → F
 ACILITATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POSTAL SECTOR BY DELIVERING ON
OUR LEGAL REMIT
To develop a competitive and sustainable postal services sector, it is important that postal service providers
can compete on a fair basis with the universal service provider to ensure that postal service users derive
maximum benefits in terms of choice, price, and quality. ComReg, as sectoral regulator, facilitates this by
acting in accordance with its mandate set out in the Postal Act. This includes:

→ ensuring that the universal postal service
provider does not cross-subsidise by unfairly
allocating cost to the regulated universal
postal services over the competitive postal
services / non-postal services. ComReg has
issued an Accounting Direction39 to An
Post to minimise this risk and ComReg will
ensure that An Post is in compliance with
that Direction;

→ acting in accordance with our dispute
resolution procedures with regard to access
to the postal network of a universal postal
service provider. ComReg will resolve, where
necessary and appropriate, disputes between
postal service providers and a universal postal
service provider in relation to access to the
postal network of the universal postal service
provider;

→ liaising and providing assistance to the CCPC
where competition law issues arise noting
that unlike the electronic communications
sector regulated by ComReg, ComReg does
not have competition law powers in the
postal sector;

→ acting, as required by the Postal Act, with
regard to access to postal infrastructure,
such as post office boxes, delivery boxes, post
codes or addresses, or arrangements made
with others for the provision of any service.
Where necessary and appropriate, ComReg
may give a direction to a universal postal
service provider requiring it to permit access
to other postal service providers to its postal
infrastructure on such conditions as ComReg
may direct for that purpose.

To develop a competitive and sustainable postal services sector also requires regulatory certainty. When
making further regulations, in accordance with the Postal Act, ComReg will continue to provide regulatory
certainty by providing the timeframe of ComReg's proposed actions in ComReg's annual action plan.
Furthermore, where required, ComReg will continue to consult publicly on these actions in order to seek and
consider the views of all interested parties.
At an international level, ComReg participates in the European Regulators Group for Postal Services
(“ERGP”)40. ComReg will continue to input into the ERGP and will continue to consider the output of ERGP to
ensure that ComReg continues to apply effective and proportionate regulation.

39 https://www.comreg.ie/publication/universal-postal-service-accouting-obligations-2017-accounting-direction/
40 The European Regulators Group for Postal Services (ERGP) was established on 10 August 2010. The group serves as a body for reflection, discussion and
the provision of advice to the European Commission on postal services. It also aims to facilitate consultation, coordination and cooperation between EU
countries and the Commission.
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GOAL 11 → PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POSTAL SECTOR BY CONTINUING
TO PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROVISION OF POSTAL SERVICES
IN IRELAND
ComReg maintains a register of authorised postal service providers and this is accessible via ComReg's
website41. The register contains each postal service provider's notification to ComReg. This information
ensures that postal service users are informed of the choices available to them from a range of postal
service providers which, in turn, aids transparency and helps promote the development of the postal sector.
ComReg also commissions research on the postal sector in Ireland, for example, ComReg has commissioned
research on the packets/parcel sector and on the needs of postal service users42. ComReg considers it
essential to explore through research where the postal sector is changing and where innovation in the
postal sector has and will occur. ComReg will continue to publish any such research so that all can benefit
from its findings.

COMREG WILL CONTINUE TO PUBLISH
RESEARCH ON THE POSTAL SECTOR SO
THAT ALL CAN BENEFIT FROM ITS FINDINGS.

41 https://www.comreg.ie/industry/postal-regulation/authorised-postal-providers/authorised-postal-providers-register/
42 https://www.comreg.ie/industry/postal-regulation/research/
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ANNEX 1 →

VISION, ROLE,
MISSION, AND
VALUES
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The vision, role, mission, and values of ComReg were set in
the Strategy Statement for ECS 2017–201943. For reference,
these are set out below:
COMREG'S VISION

Consumers and businesses in Ireland have affordable, highquality, and widespread access to communications services and
applications that support their social and economic needs.

COMREG'S ROLE
AND MISSION

ComReg’s role is to ensure that communications markets operate
in the interests of end-users and society.
Through effective and relevant regulation, we facilitate the
development of a competitive communications sector in Ireland
that attracts investment, encourages innovation and empowers
consumers to choose and use communications services
with confidence.

INTEGRITY

TRANSPARENCY

IMPARTIALITY
COMREG'S
VALUES

EXCELLENCE

EFFECTIVENESS

43 https://www.comreg.ie/publication/electronic-communications-strategy-statement-2017-2019/
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ANNEX 2 →

THE ECONOMIC
AND LEGAL
FRAMEWORK
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THE ECONOMICS OF POSTAL SERVICES
The postal sector is largely three segments:
1. The sending of
correspondence, mainly
the mailing of letters; for
example, bills, invoices,
statements.

2. The sending of packets
(small parcels) and parcels,
mainly associated with
e-commerce.

3. The receiving of
(1) correspondence and
(2) packets/parcels above.

SENDING OF CORRESPONDENCE
This segment can be further split into two categories:

→ Correspondence sent by public (for example
post cards, letters). This post accounts for
a small % of post on the postal network and
generally is not time critical. Substitutes for
this post include social media, smart phone
messaging and communication apps.

→ Correspondence sent by businesses (for
example, addressed advertising, invoices,
documents, bank cards). This post accounts
for most of post on the postal network and
is mostly not time critical post, but includes
some time critical post. Substitutes for this
post include websites, email.

Overall, this segment is in decline. Mail volumes are falling each year, and An Post’s mail volumes have
decreased by c.45% since 200744; indeed An Post’s mail volumes will soon be less than half of the 2007
peak level. Typically, the posting of correspondence is sent in large bulk mailings, for example by utilities
(bills), financial services (statements), government. The posting of bulk mail is typically by commercial
negotiated contract or by non-universal postal service bulk mail services, for example An Post’s Bulk Mail
11 service45. Such posting of correspondence by bulk mail is typically not next day delivery, but deferred
delivery over 2–3 days to avail of the cheapest prices available. As a result, currently half of An Post’s mail
is not sent using next day delivery even though its postal network continues to be provisioned for next day
delivery with the associated costs.

AN POST’S MAIL VOLUMES WILL SOON BE
LESS THAN HALF OF THE 2007 PEAK LEVEL.

44 https://www.comreg.ie/publication/electronic-communications-strategy-statement-2017-2019/
45 http://www.anpost.ie/AnPost/Downloads/Anpost/2000_items_upwards_Bulk_Discounts_For_Mailers_An_Post.pdf
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Given the declining nature of this segment, and other factors, this segment faces limited postal competition,
and An Post has maintained a very high share, in particular in the mailing of letters46. Other factors include
that An Post has a number of competitive advantages such as the reach and ubiquity of the network, brand
strength and consumer trust. It can be argued that providing the universal postal service therefore offers
the additional competitive advantages of brand / corporate reputation enhancements and VAT exemption.
Furthermore, postal competition for sending correspondence is generally a low margin transaction and
requires significant volume to be sustainable.
Consequently, switching from post to electronic substitutes has grown; for example, the sending of bills,
invoices, statements by email / internet. The cost of electronic substitution mainly arises from a large
upfront investment so as to put in place the required systems and minimise ongoing cost thereafter.
Therefore, once communication has moved to an electronic alternative, it is likely to be permanently lost
from post.

SENDING OF PACKETS AND PARCELS
This segment is developing strongly. According to research commissioned by ComReg47, this segment is
growing by 2–4% overall with Business to Consumer growth estimated to be 6–8% per annum, largely due to
the growth in e-commerce. This research estimated that in the wider packet and parcel sector in Ireland:

→ Eight operators account for about 90% of
the volumes of the packet and parcel sector
in Ireland, with An Post48 estimated to be the
largest (largely in smaller parcels, packets).
Most of these operators are not postal service
providers and therefore are not regulated
by ComReg.

→ Most pricing is negotiated and done on a
bespoke basis, except for over-the-counter
single piece sales to smaller consumers. There
is a significant amount of price discrimination,
with large volume senders typically receiving
lower prices.
→ Senders place most value on price and
reliability when choosing packet and
parcel operators.

SENDING OF PACKETS AND PARCELS IS
DEVELOPING STRONGLY, LARGELY DUE TO
THE GROWTH IN E-COMMERCE.

46 Even where a business uses a postal alternative to An Post for its correspondence, for example a mail consolidator or other postal service provider for its
mailing, this letter mail is typically passed to An Post (in whole or in part) for “last mile” delivery.
47 ComReg Document No. 15/47 @ https://www.comreg.ie/csv/downloads/ComReg1547.pdf
48 An Post estimates it has 25% market share, which it plans to grow – see http://www.anpost.ie/AnPost/MainContent/About+An+Post/Media+Centre/
Press+Releases/2017/World+Wide+Open.htm
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RECEIVERS OF POST (CORRESPONDENCE AND PACKETS/PARCELS)
This segment can be best considered as two somewhat distinct groupings.

1. Receivers of correspondence i.e. letters:
Such receivers do not pay directly for the
service and typically do not know when
such correspondence is sent, for example,
customers of a utility company do not typically
know that it takes up to 3 days for their bill to
arrive as the utility company has purchased a
cheaper, but slower, deferred delivery postal
service. Usually, correspondence received is
of domestic origin, that is, from Irish based
utilities, banks, government.

2. Receivers of packets/parcels:
Such receivers typically do have choices as
to whether to pay directly for delivery or not.
Typically, receivers of packets/parcels only
pay for delivery when such receivers opt for
an express option. Generally, many packets/
parcels are sent “free delivery” to receivers
but the packet/parcel, as a result, can take a
number of days to arrive as the sender of the
packet/parcel has purchased a slower delivery
service at a lower cost to minimise the cost
of providing “free delivery” to its customer,
the receiver of the packet/parcel. Packets/
parcel received are of both domestic and
overseas in origin, much of which originates in
the UK.
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COMMISSION FOR COMMUNICATIONS REGULATION

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Our remit to regulate the postal sector comes directly from legislation, in particular from the Postal Act,
which transposed the European Postal Services Directive49 into national law.
There are three categories of postal services which are subject to regulation under the Postal Act:
1. The universal postal service
as defined by the Postal
Act and ComReg regulation,
which must be provided
exclusively by An Post for
the period to 2023, with
the option for ComReg to
consider a review in 2018.

2. Postal services which fall
within the scope of the
universal postal service
on the basis that they
meet any one of the three
criteria set out in section
37(1) of the Postal Act and
by reference to ComReg’s
guidelines50. Any postal
service provider can provide
“postal services within
the scope of the universal
postal service”. According
to section 37(1) of the
Postal Act this category
does not include document
exchange or express or
courier services.

3. Other postal services; this
being a residual category
comprising postal services
that are not part of the two
previous categories.

49 The objectives for postal services regulation have been implemented in EU law through the Postal Services Directive - Directive 97/67/EC. This directive
established a regulatory framework for European postal services and was amended by Directive 2002/39/EC and Directive 2008/6/EC.
50 ComReg 12/81a @ https://www.comreg.ie/csv/downloads/ComReg1281a.pdf
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These can be represented graphically as follows:
FIGURE 22. THREE CATEGORIES OF POSTAL SERVICES WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO REGULATION

POSTAL SERVICES

POSTAL SERVICES
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF
UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE

UNIVERSAL
POSTAL
SERVICES

The Postal Act grants certain rights as well as imposing certain obligations on providers of postal services,
depending on the type of service being provided – i.e. whether it is a universal postal service, or a service
within the scope of the universal postal service, or a residual category of postal service. The particular type
of service being provided thus determines the specific rights and obligations that shall apply to the provider
of that service. The Postal Act imposes greater obligations on the universal postal services, with lesser
obligations on postal services within the scope of universal postal service, and with lesser obligations again
on postal services, largely limited to obligations to protect postal service users.

Of course, any undertaking may also provide services which
are not in fact a postal service, as that term is defined in the
Postal Act, and which are not subject to any form of regulation
by ComReg under the Postal Act51.

51 Also, all financial and other non-postal services which are provided at “post offices” are outside the definition of "postal services" and therefore such
services are outside the regulatory remit of ComReg
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AN OVERVIEW OF OUR
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

ComReg’s statutory functions and objectives in relation to the regulation of postal services are set out in
the Postal Act.
ComReg’s statutory functions are:

1. To ensure the provision of a universal postal
service that meets the reasonable needs of
users; and

2. To monitor and ensure compliance by postal
service providers with obligations imposed
by or under the Postal Act in relation to the
provision of postal services.

ComReg’s statutory objectives are:
1. To promote the development
of the postal sector and, in
particular, the availability of
a universal postal service
within, to and from the
State at an affordable price
for the benefit of all postal
service users;

2. To promote the interests of
postal service users; and

3. Subject to 1 above, to
facilitate the development
of competition and
innovation in the market for
postal service provision.
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In order to achieve these statutory objectives, ComReg must take all reasonable measures including
the following:

1. Establishing such monitoring and regulatory
procedures for the purposes of ensuring
compliance by postal service providers with
the obligations imposed on them;
2. E
 nsuring that postal service users may avail
of a universal postal service that meets their
reasonable needs;
3. In so far as the facilitation of competition and
innovation is concerned, ensuring that postal
service users derive maximum benefit in
terms of choice, price and quality; and

4. In so far as the promotion of the interests of
postal service users is concerned –
a. Ensuring a high level of protection for
postal service users in their dealings with
postal service providers, in particular by –
i. Ensuring the availability of simple and
inexpensive dispute resolution procedures
carried out by a body that is independent
of the parties involved; and
ii. Consulting and cooperating with the
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission as appropriate.
b. A
 ddressing the needs of specific social
groups, in particular, disabled postal service
users.
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